
 

{The Exotic Dreams Resort Hotel may also be referred to and or known here-in and throughout this document and elsewhere as; The Hotel, EDRH, EDR Hotel / Management / Services, EDR Hotel Member 
Services, EDRH Club Management, EDR Management, EDRH Management, EDRH Promotions, EDR Promotional Services, etc.,} 

Exotic Dreams Resort Privacy and Data Collection Policy: 

Exotic Dreams Resort Hotel does not sell, trade, or give your private information to third parties for profit, at any time. EDR Hotel 'does' collect a certain limited 
amount of your private information in that we are required by law for example to know the legal identity/s of who is using our facilities. The Hotel is responsible for 
setting certain Rules and Guidelines for clientele eligibility, such as the minimum age of guests which is set at 21 years. Also, at times we 'share'  other portions of 
your personal information with approved 3rd party entity/partners when its necessary to do so in order to successfully manage the EDR Hotel. For example, we 
share your name and e-mail address, with the Hotel's e-mail distribution service providers whose paid and legal responsibility it is to 'securely' and accurately 
distribute and disseminate news and information ‘electronically’ about our products and services to you, our customers and subscribers.  

Exotic Dreams Resort Member’s Club / User's Agreement: 

The Exotic Dreams Resort Hotel offers its guests an 'Exclusive Private Resort Membership Subscription', which includes: the membership; private on-line 
community access with other members including all usage costs. This is a Limited Free Added Value Benefit Service that is provided by EDRH for its members and 
is solely intended for 'Social Networking and Entertainment Purposes' only. Members must be at least 21 years of age. All EDRH Club Members also understand and 
agree that when logged into the Members Lounge, it's members are connecting with other lounge members and may leave comments, share uploaded pics and leave 
comments. They may also create new chats and chat groups and may follow or unfollow other members at their discretion. EDR Hotel Member Services may 
increase or decrease the level of membership services provided to its members at the sole discretion of EDR Hotel Member Services. Member's further understand 
and agree that their ‘My Profile’ on-screen user name, their ‘My Gallery’ uploaded pics and videos (15mb pics and 15mb videos) per user, and their ‘My Followers’ are 
'community' member pages and your on-screen community url will be visible to other members. All of your other ‘Member website-pages’ and their ‘urls’ are always 
private and never shared with anyone. If you are using your email address AS your on-screen profile name and do not want it visible to the ‘members community’ 
than you can easily ‘edit’ your ‘community url’ by following the ‘edit’ instructions on your ‘FAQ’ members dashboard page. By doing this your email address will 
always remain hidden. You may unsubscribe from the 'Club Membership’ at any time. You may either delete your profile yourself, or email your request to be 
removed to the hotel: And in the subject line write: "Unsubscribe me from the Members Club". 

EDR Hotel Management reserves the right to accept or reject any membership application based on registration information provided, and further reserves the right 
to suspend, revoke and delete any members membership that it believes to be acting or behaving in such a manner that is inconsistent with the resort's code of 
conduct rules, member rules or contrary to the general interests and standards of the members community at large. The EDRH interactive private chat and group 
chat member services are provided and intended solely for entertainment purposes. EDR Hotel shall not ever be held liable for damages for any elicit or illegal 
activity by any sole member or members at any time whatsoever. Members violating policies may result in membership subscription suspension or revocation and 
possibly expulsion from the resort itself.  

Exotic Dreams Hotel’s Guest Code of Conduct: 

 Exotic Dreams Resort Hotel is a lifestyle resort that caters to lifestyle couples and is Always Clothing Optional. The following rules are guidelines designed 
and set in place to safe-guard the safety and well-being of all resort guests, whether they are visiting for the day or staying at the resort for a length of time.  

 Nudity is permitted in most areas of the resort including the Front Desk Office area. 'Sexual Play' with other guest couples must 'Always be Consensual' and is 
permitted in most public areas and particularly in areas of the resort that are specifically designated as 'play' areas, such as the Sex Maze. Sexual 'play' is not 
ever permitted in the Front Desk Office area or the Breakfast Lounge at any time! 

 Stalking and harassment, sexual or otherwise, from a guest toward any other resort guest or couples, is Never permitted and is a direct violation of the resort 
rules. You will be asked to exit the resort premises and are subject to suspension or permanent expulsion from the resort in the future.  

 Exotic Dreams Resort respects our guests privacy and will not release privacy information to other guests staying at the resort and your information will never 
be sold to a third party. If you're a guest and wish to know another guests private information such as their identity or contact information, Please do not ask 
us. Ask the guest.  

 If you are a guest of the resort and also an 'event promoter' that promotes events that are not sponsored by the resort or that take place at a location other 
than the Exotic Dreams Resort, please do so discretely. 

 Couples should check-in and check-out of the resort as a couple, however we understand that circumstances occasionally occur that do not always permit a 
couple to arrive for check-in at the same time. 

 Whether you are a man or a woman, ask for the consent of others before touching. All guests should respect the dignity of others. No rude conduct toward 
guests or staff will be permitted. If you enter a play area, and are not playing, we kindly ask that you whisper or do not talk at all. Please do not invade the 
personal space of others ‘while they are playing.’ If you want to join them and there is a doubt, please ask them if they would like your company. Then, respect 
their decision. No, Always Means No!! 

 Exotic Dreams Resort Hotel has a zero-tolerance policy for illegal drugs and prostitution. 

 No cameras, cell phone cameras or recording devices are permitted for use unless you are doing so in the privacy of your own room with other consenting 
couples. These devices usage is not permitted in any of the public areas of the resort, whether those areas are in designated 'play' areas or not. 

 Overly intoxicated guests that may pose a hazard to themselves and/or dangerous or rude behavior toward other guests, will first be asked to retire to their 
room until they are sober. If a guest after having been warned, and continues to act in a rude or intoxicated manner, will be instructed to leave the resort 
premises and will be denied re-entry until they have regained their sobriety. Multiple violations may result in permanent expulsion from the resort. 

 
Thank you 
EDR Hotel Management  
760-449-8831       

 


